If popular music really is a refrain, then there is strong case to be made that nostalgia, in practice, is an instrumentalisation of the refrain. Nostalgia, I want to suggest, is inbuilt in the refrain itself. The very structure of popular music, its inherent repetitiveness in other words, makes it an especially potent nostalgia-inducing agent. My implication is that nostalgia does not only concern the distant past, nor indeed is it only a matter of memory (sometimes memory does not come into it all
Sure, it could simply be the ages of the musicians themselves that captures a feeling of nostalgia for listeners. It might be the songs, many of which were written well over five decades ago, and are now given fresh and tight interpretations by band members who had never played together as the Buena Vista Social Club. For those familiar with the PBS documentary of the group by director Wim Wenders, that romantic sentimentality of "keeping Cuba's past in the present" might also be attributed to the tale of the group's initial recording and production: the happenstance assemblage of musical masters long forgotten by both the politics of the American embargo on Cuba and by changes in the "traditional" Cuban musical forms of boleros, sons, and guajiras toward the nuevo canto sound. Or, at last, perhaps something more than simple exposure was being smuggled in the album's distribution via the "world music" genre: that the Carnegie Hall performance somehow reflected an entire era for an audience to behold, installing the adjacent sentiment too, that "this is the way we expect Cuba's music to have once and always sounded."
